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Abstract 
Phospholipase A2 (PLA2) is the key enzyme to the venom from Deinagki-
strodon acutus which is one of the highly venomous snakes in China. In ad-
dition to being a catalyst for the hydrolysis of phospholipases A2 from snake 
venom, it’s well known that it possesses a broad spectrum of pharmacological 
activities, such as myotoxicity, neurotoxicity, cardiotoxicity, and hemolytic, 
anticoagulant and antiplatelet activities. However, snakebites are not efficiently 
treated by conventional serum therapy. Acute wounds can still cause poison-
ing and death. In order to find effective inhibitors of Deinagkistrodon venom 
acid phospholipase A2 (dPLA2), we obtained 385 compounds in 9 Chinese 
herbs from the TCMSP. These compounds were further performed to virtual 
screen using in silico tools like ADMET analysis, molecular docking and mo-
lecular dynamics (MD) simulation. After Pharmacokinetics analysis, we found 
7 candidate compounds. Besides, analysis of small molecule interactions with 
dPLA2 confirmed that the amino acid residues HIS47 and GLY29 are key 
targets. Because they bind not only to the natural substrate phosphatidylcho-
line and compounds known for having inhibitory functions, but also for com-
bining with potential antidote molecules in Chinese herbal medicine. This 
study is the first to report experience with virtual screening for possible inhi-
bitor of dPLA2, such as the interaction spatial structure, binding energy and 
binding interaction analysis, these experiences not only provide reference for 
further experimental research, but also have a guideline for the study of drug 
molecular mechanism of action. 
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1. Introduction 

Venomous snakebite is a worldwide neglected public health emergency affecting 
predominantly poor residents in rural areas, especially in many tropical and 
subtropical countries [1] [2] [3]. According to estimation, between 1.2 million 
and 5.5 million snakebites happen annually all over the world. Moreover, ap-
proximately 400,000 victims have been left with permanent sequela, and 20,000 
deaths occur each year [4] [5]. 

Deinagkistrodon acutus, also named as Agkistrodon acutus, is one of the 
hypertoxic snakes in China [6]. The venom of Deinagkistrodon acutus are hete-
rogeneous mixtures of proteins or peptides that act on prey synergistically [7]. 
Jin H and coworkers found that the most abundant constituent of the Deinagki-
strodon acutus venom was phospholipases A2 (30.0%), snaclec (21.0%), antith-
rombin (17.8%), thrombin (8.1%) and metalloproteinases (4.2%) [8]. Deinagki-
strodon acutus phospholipases A2 (dPLA2) that calcium ion dependent plays an 
essential role in the pathological process on the patient [7] [9]. Since this pro-
tease catalyzes the hydrolysis of the fatty acid ester at the sn-2 position of phos-
pholipids releasing lysophospholipids and fatty acids [10] [11], and exerts a wide 
variety of relevant toxic actions such as myotoxic, neurotoxic, cardiotoxic, anti-
coagulant, cytotoxic, edematogenic, and proinflammatory effects [12] [13]. There-
fore, compounds capable of neutralizing dPLA2 may be effective in suppressing 
snake venom attacks. 

Currently, the main treatment of snake envenomation is serum antivenom 
immunotherapy [14]. However, this approach experiences challenges with re-
spect to poor antibody specificity, limited para-specificity, high incidence of ad-
verse reactions, poor affordability and low availability to those who need them. 
Furthermore, it is difficult to neutralize the local tissue injury, since the rapid 
diffusion and reaction of the toxins present in Deinagkistrodon acutus venom 
reduce the antiserum efficiency [15] [16] [17] [18]. Undoubtedly, research and 
development for simple and efficient antivenom to complement this therapy is a 
promising study field, and a combination of functional and structural assays will 
be used to test candidate ligands against dPLA2. 

Compared with classical antivenom serum, medicinal plants used in folk medi-
cine, are a potential source of antivenom natural bioactive inhibitory compounds 
[19] [20] [21] [22]. Many studies indicate that some single-ingredient herbal me-
dicines have potential therapeutic effects and value in the management of snake-
bites. Hedyotis diffusa Willd, Lobelia chinensis Lour, Houttuynia cordata Thunb, 
Sedum sarmentosum Bunge, Andrographis paniculata Nees, Pinellia ternata have 
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demonstrated potential in the development of antivenom complementary thera-
pies [23] [24] [25]. Pithayanukul et al. reported the ability of butanolic extracts 
from Eclipta prostata to neutralize the lethal effect, hemorrhagic effect and PLA2 
activity of Calloselasma rhodostoma venom [26]. Phenolic compounds, isolated 
from the hexane extract of Curcuma longa roots, was shown to be a potent neu-
tralizer of both the hemorrhagic effect induced by Bothrops jararaca and the le-
thal effect of Crotalus d. terrificus venoms [27]. Recently, the investigations of 
curative monomers in Chinese herbal medicines also made great progress [28] 
[29] [30]. Linsheng Zeng et al. screened 7 potential active ingredients from Cy-
nanchum paniculatum against the venom of Bungarus multicinctus by Network 
Pharmacological method [31]. However, there are few reports about the treat-
ment of Deinagkistrodon acutus venom by Chinese herbal monomer, dPLA2 have 
not been explored as a molecular target so far [32]. 

Thus, in the present work, virtual screening, molecular docking, and molecu-
lar dynamics simulation were performed to test the potential inhibitors against 
dPLA2. Furthermore, we supplemented the molecular mechanism of interaction 
mode of complex, structural stability and flexibility, binding free energy et al. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. The Acquisition of Software and the Use of Databases 

The software used in this study includes AutodockTools-4.2.6, Autodock vi-
na-1.1.2, Pymol-2.4.0 and GROMACS-2020.6, OpenBabel-3.1.1, Discovery stu-
dios Visualization-19.1.0 (DS), APBS-3.0.0 (Adaptive poisson-Boltzmann Solv-
er) and gmx_mmpbsa.bsh; The database used in this study includes TCMSP- 
Traditional Chinese Medicine Systems Pharmacology Database and Analysis 
Platform (tcmsp-e.com), Protein Data Bank(RCSB PDB: Homepage). 

Among them, Autodock vina, used for molecular docking, is downloaded 
from AutoDock (scripps.edu); Pymol, which is installed using the whole file pro-
vided by UC Irvine Laboratory, was employed to process molecular docking 
image; Discovery Studio was applied for protein and small molecule preparation, 
virtual screening (ADMET), batch molecular docking and protein ligand complex 
interaction display and 2D mapping; TCMSP database was used to obtain small 
molecules of target Chinese herbal medicine and preliminary screening; OpenBabel 
is able to convert files, it is downloaded from https://openbabel.org/; GROMACS is 
available in Molecular Dynamics module (https://www.gromacs.org/); APBS and 
gmx_mmpbsa.bsh are used for calculating the binding free energy, they were 
downloaded from https://github.com/Electrostatics/apbs/releases and  
https://github.com/Jerkwin/gmxtool respectively. 

2.2. Ligand and Receptor Preparation 
2.2.1. Ligand Preparation 
Based on TCMSP, 9 Chinese herbal medicines (Eclipta prostrata L, Hedyotis 
diffusa Willd, Lobelia chinensis Lour, Houttuynia cordata Thunb, Sedum sar-
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mentosum Bunge, Andrographis paniculata Nees, Cynanchum paniculatum, 
Curcuma longa L, Pinellia ternata), which have been claimed to have a therapeu-
tic effect on snakebite, were selected for this study. They were retrieved in 
TCMSP and then screened according to the criterion of drug-like properties 
(DL) ≥ 0.18 and oral bioavailability (OB) ≥ 30% [33]. Then those compounds 
which satisfied the standard, were downloaded as ligands and imported into 
OpenBabel for building files as “sd” or “sdf” format. Subsequently, these files 
were inputted into DS Minimize Ligands module for hydrogenation, adding 
charge and structural optimization under CHARMm force field. 

2.2.2. Receptor Preparation 
The important clinical manifestations of patients who were bitten by Deinagki-
strodon acutus are tissue edema and bleeding, which are closely associated with 
acidic PLA2 in snake venom. So the inhibition of acidic PLA2, has important 
significance for relieving tissue edema and bleeding. Based on it search for the 
acidic PLA2 in the PDB database as a receptor for molecular docking, the results 
showed that there is only one acidic PLA2 of known structure (PDB ID: 
1IJL).The crystal structure of dPLA2 (PDB ID: 1ijl) was accessed from Protein 
Data Bank (PDB) of RCSB (http://www.rcsb.org/) as receptor. Subsequently, the 
protein was modified using DS, including removal of water, adding hydrogen, 
and replenishing of lost residues. By means of CHARMm force field (OPLS3e), 
the protein structure was optimized to assure the structural accuracy of final re-
ceptor [10]. 

2.3. Pharmacokinetics Analysis 

ADME screening and toxicological prediction were used for virtual screening of 
the identified small molecules. The absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion 
and toxicity (ADMET) properties were analyzed and assessed using DS Small Mo-
lecules-ADMET online server [34]. The evaluation criterion of ADMET was that 
Absorption_level ≤ 1, 2 ≤ Solubility_level ≤ 4, BBB_level ≤ 3. The prediction mod-
el we use was Developmental Toxicity Potential DTP, Rat Oral LD50 and Ames 
Mutagenicity. Finally the toxicity prediction results were derived. 

2.4. Molecular Docking 
2.4.1. Batch Molecular Docking 
The compounds through pharmacokinetics screened was performed to batch mo-
lecular docking by the Dock Ligand modules. The binding sites were Y27, G29, 
G31, H47, D48, Y51, and D98, so the active center was X = 6.826, Y = 12.735, Z = 
50.709, the grid was set as 15 × 15 × 15. Docking type was set as Libdock. Moreo-
ver, the docking score prediction of the molecules was performed, each molecule 
retained the highest score and arranged these scores in descending order. 

2.4.2. Precision Molecular Docking 
The molecules with the top score conformations were further redocked using 
Autodock vina with the same parameters as batch molecular docking to generate 
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binding energy, hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interaction results. The 
docking results were saved in pdb format respectively. Then we imported the 
results into PYMOL in pdbqt format for visualization processing and into DS in 
pdb format to obtain 2D structure diagram. 

2.5. Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations 

Molecular dynamics simulation (at 100 ns) was employed to explore the stability 
of ligand-protein combinations and analyze the molecular mechanisms of pro-
tein-target interactions. The top docking score of compound conformations 
from the molecular docking process were subjected to the GROMACS 2020 
(Groningen Machine for Chemical Simulations Calculations) [35] and Amb-
er99sb-ildn force field for Molecular dynamics simulation. 

2.5.1. Preparation Topology 
Initial configurations of ligands were produced with ACPYPE  
(http://bio2byte.be/acpype/) Server to prepare the topology structures, simulta-
neously, the Pdb2gmx was applied to generate the protein topology and struc-
ture files. 

2.5.2. Preparation Reaction System 
Firstly, the protein was centered on the cube box. Then the simple point charge 
(SPC) water model was solved. For the purpose of energy minimization of the 
system, we eliminated collisions at atomic positions through implement the 
fastest descent method. Due to the exposed residual charge of the protein given 
the system -12 net charge, so 12 Na+ counter ions were added to conform elec-
troneutrality ahead of the actual simulation. Next, the band constraint of LINCS 
algorithm was applied to the system, the long range electrostatic interaction was 
calculated by particle grid Ewald (PME) algorithm. Afterwards, the NVT and 
NPT ensembles (constant number of atoms, volume, pressure, and temperature) 
were performed to the system for the MD simulation studies. In addition, at 1.4 
nm, the cutoff values of Van der Waals interaction and short range Coulomb 
were set respectively in the system, periodic boundary conditions were applied 
to the whole three-dimensional spaces. Finally, 100 ns intervals of MD simula-
tions were carried out for all the complexes with the time step 2fs, as well as the 
following data were investigated, including RMSD, RMSF and potential energy 
of protein-ligand complexes, radial distribution of ligand, complexes free energy 
profile and hydrogen bonds. 

2.6. MD Data Processing 

It was discovered that the protein or the ligand-protein Root Mean Square Devi-
ation (RMSD) and Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) plots, as well as pat-
terns of protein-ligand interaction, are markers of ligand stability. 

2.6.1. RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation) 
The root mean square deviation reflects the degree of data deviation from the 
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mean value. In the dynamic simulation of protein-ligand complexes, it represents 
the degree of fit or deviation between the conformation after simulated “nt” time 
and the initial conformation. The greater the RMSD value, the greater the dif-
ference between the conformation after “nt” time simulation and the original 
conformation, that is, the worse the conformation stability. On the contrary, the 
more stable it is. The calculation formula is below: 

( )2
0

1

1RMSD
N

i
iN

δ δ
=

= −∑  

iδ  represents the position of the conformation of the I-th frame, and 0δ  
represents the position of the initial conformation. 

2.6.2. RMSF (Root Mean Square Fluctuation) 
The root-mean-square fluctuation indicates the position change of an atom over 
a period of time. It also reflects the degree of flexibility of the atom. The calcula-
tion was derived as follows: 

( )( )2

0
1

1RMSF
j

T

i j
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x t x
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( ) 0i jx t x−  represents the position of an atom at “t” time subtraction the po-
sition at the initial time. 

2.7. MM-PBSA Calculation (Molecular  
Mechanics-Poisson-Boltzmann Superficial Area) 

The expected binding energy and the standard deviation were calculated for the 
complete 100 ns time interval using gmx_mmpbsa.bsh. The working principle is to 
count the difference between the binding free energy of two solvated molecules in 
bound and unbound states, or to compare the free energy of the same molecule in 
different solvated conformations. That is, decomposing the binding free energy 
into molecular mechanical terms and solvation energy, they were computed sepa-
rately. The binding free energy was calculated using the following formula: 

( )0 0 0 0 0
bind solv bind,vacuum solv complex solv ligand solv receptorG G G G G∆ = ∆ + ∆ − ∆ + ∆， ， ， ，  

0
bind solvG∆ ，  denotes the binding free energy under solvent; 0

bind,vacuumG∆  ex-
presses the binding energy of the interaction between molecules and proteins 
with the addition of solvent; 0

solv complexG∆ ，  represents the energy of the com-
plexes in the solvent; 0

solv complexG∆ ，  represents the energy of the receptor in the 
solvent. 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Screening Preliminary 
3.1.1. TCMSP Analysis 
Approximately, 385 chemical components from 9 kinds of herbs (Eclipta pro-
strata L, Hedyotis diffusa Willd, Lobelia chinensis Lour, Houttuynia cordata 
Thunb, Sedum sarmentosum Bunge, Andrographis paniculata Nees, Cynanchum 
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paniculatum, Curcuma longa L, Pinellia ternata), with potential antivenomous 
activity,were carried out to virtual screening by TCMSP. Under the above condi-
tions, 89 compounds were selected for further assessment. 

3.1.2. Pharmacokinetics Analysis 
To exclude these molecules that may be harmful to human body, it is critical to 
screen the candidates to fit for drug-like properties. After ADME analysis,the 
distribution of 89 molecules are as shown in Figure 1(a). After ADME screen-
ing, 7 molecules were identified with a greater potential as the inhibitors against 
dPLA2 as shown in Figure 1(b). They are presented in Table 1 as, 3-[(2S,3R)-2- 
(4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-phenyl)-3-(hydroxymethyl)-7-methoxy-2, 
3-dihydrobenzofuran-5-yl] propyl acetate; Ruvoside-qt;  
14-deoxy-12-methoxyandrographolide; 14-deoxy-11-oxo-andrographolide;  
(3S,6S)-3-(benzyl)-6-(4-hydroxybenzyl) piperazine-2,5-quinone (MOL006957); 
tomentogenin (MOL005622) and Isoramanone. Their chemical structures are 
shown in Figure 1(c). 

The toxicity of seven molecules was predicted using three models of DS: Mu-
tagenicity, Developmental_Toxicity_Potential and Rat_Oral_LD50. A prediction 
score less than 0 indicates relative nontoxicity, a score greater than 0 indicates 
toxicity, and a larger value indicates greater toxicity. Toxicity prediction revealed 
that of the seven compounds, only 14-deoxy-11-oxo-andrographolide had no 
potential developmental toxicity. From the perspective of oral half-lethal dose in 
rats, the highest value was found on tomentogenin (8.12 g/kg), with the potential 
developmental toxicity of 0.47699, indicating that it was less toxic. From the 
perspective of mutagenicity, none of the 7 molecules were teratogenic, and the 
lowest teratogenic was Ruvoside-qt (−37.5246). Moreover the oral lethal dose of 
Ruvoside-qt was 6.38, which was relatively large, suggesting that it was less toxic. 

3.2. Molecular Docking 

We learned from the PDB database that the amino acid residues (Y27, G29, G31 
and D48) of the calcium ion binding ring are the active sites of dPLA2. It indi-
cated that dPLA2 is a calcium-dependent protease. However, the enzyme activity 
of dPLA2 is determined by three main factors, including integrity of the active 
site (His48, Asp49, Tyr52, Asp99), coordination of Ca2+ cofactors (Tyr28, Gly30, 
Gly32 and Asp49), and Enzyme adsorption on outer surface of membrane lipid 
[36]. As a result, the regions composed of Y27, G29, G31, H47, D48, and D89 
were set as binding sites. The center was X = 6.826, Y = 12.735, Z = 50.709, and 
the grid was 15 × 15 × 15. The above parameters were used for the following 
docking experiments. 

3.2.1. Batch Molecular Docking Results 
Libdock batch molecular docking was performed to predict the binding possibil-
ity of the seven ligands to the active site of dPLA2. As shown in Table 1, the top 
docking score is Ruvoside-qt with 140.465, which indicated that Ruvoside-qt was 
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the most likely to combine and function with dPLA2. The other compounds were 
sorted by score for 3-[(2S,3R)-2-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-phenyl)-3-(hydroxyl- 
methyl)-7-methoxy-2,3-dihydrobenzofuran-5-yl] propyl acetate; tomentogenin; 
14-deoxy-11-oxo-andrographolide; 14-deoxy-12-methoxyandrographolide et al. 

 

 
Figure 1. Virtual screening results in (a) and (b) show the details of ADMET screening, (a) shows the distribution of all the small 
molecules after ADMET analysis. (b) shows the distribution of the small molecules with Absorption_level ≤ 1, 2 ≤ Solubility_level ≤ 4, 
BBB_level ≤ 3, meanwhile EXT_CYP2D6_Prediction (cytochrome P450 2D6), EXT_PPB_Prediction and EXT_Hepatotoxic_Prediction 
were set as false. (c) shows the chemical structural formula of the seven small molecules screened. The top three are MOL012225, 
MOL004350, MOL008213 from left to order, and the bottom four are MOL008203, MOL005622, MOL006957, MOL003851 from 
left to right. 
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Table 1. The virtual screening results. 

number chemical name source 
DTP 
score 

Rat oral 
LD50 

Ames score Libscord 

MOL004350 Ruvoside-qt Houttuynia cordata 5.06455 6.38 −37.5247 140.465 

MOL012225 

3-[(2S,3R)-2-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-p
henyl)-3-(hydroxymethyl)-7-methoxy-

2,3-dihydrobenzofuran-5-yl]propyl 
acetate 

Lobelia chinensis Lour 3.27856 4.15 −30.4556 137.676 

MOL005622 tomentogenin 
Cynanchum paniculatum 

(Bunge) Kitag 
0.47699 8.12 −17.0531 130.195 

MOL008203 14-deoxy-11-oxo-andrographolide 
Andrographis paniculata 

(Burm. f.) Nees 
−0.713909 2.84 −21.9184 128.67 

MOL008213 14-deoxy-12-methoxyandrographolide 
Andrographis paniculata 

(Burm. f.) Nees 
0.689345 2.80 −29.2365 124.441 

 
MOL006957 

(3S,6S)-3-(benzyl)-6-(4-hydroxybenzyl
)piperazine-2,5-quinone 

Pinellia ternata 3.64066 0.84 −15.1692 120.725 

MOL003851 Isoramanone Houttuynia cordata 3.75027 1.81 −28.9906 117.005 

Note: DTP is the potential for developing toxicity, the smaller the value indicates the smaller the potential for developing toxicity, 
positive value has the potential for developing toxicity (Toxic), negative value indicates no potential for developing toxicity 
(non-Toxic); Ames score is mutagenicity, the smaller the value indicates the lower mutagenicity, positive value indicates mutation 
(Mutagenicity), and negative value indicates no mutation (non-Mutagenicity). 

3.2.2. Positive Control-Phosphatidylcholine 
Phosphatidylcholine (1,2-Diacyl-SN-glycero-3-phosphocholine), the natural sub-
strate of dPLA2, is the most abundant phosphatidylcholine component in cell 
membranes. The hydrolase dPLA2 breakdowns membrane phospholipids, which 
generates inflammatory mediators, such as arachidonic acid, prostaglandin and 
platelet activating factor, causing inflammation in humans. Our use of phosphati-
dylcholine-dPLA2 complex as a positive control to screen for competitive inhibi-
tors is highly convincing. It can also verify the accuracy of the active site. 

The experiments in vitro incubation found that Gallic acid and pyrogallol 
shown obvious inhibitory effects on dPLA2 in a concentration-dependent man-
ner [37] [38]. For this reason, we employed Gallic acid and pyrogallol to interact 
with dPLA2 respectively, to verify the feasibility of the active site, laying a foun-
dation for the accuracy of molecular docking and the feasibility of screening. 

3.2.3. Precision Molecular Docking Results 
Autodock vina was considered as an important computational tool in search of 
the interaction mode of the complex. It can more precisely predict the binding 
interactions between the compounds and the active site of the target protein. In 
this way, AutoDock Vina generated a docked complex for each ligand with var-
ious conformation and affinity scores. The best protein-ligand complex docked 
pose were analyzed and graphically visualized by DS. 

As shown in Table 2, molecular docking revealed that phosphatidylcholine  
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Table 2. Comparison of the molecular docking interactions. 

number chemical name 
binding 
energy 

hydrogen 
bond 

hydrophobic Action with Ca Other functions 

MOL006957 
(3S,6S)-3-(benzyl)-6-(4-hydroxybenzyl)

piperazine-2,5-quinone 
−9.0 

GLY29 
GLY31 

TRP30 Metal-Acceptor 
Pi-Cation: LYS60 
Pi-sulfer: CYS44 

C-H: HIS47 

MOL003851 Isoramanone −8.1 
HIS47 
ASP48 

LEU2 
TRP30 
TYR51 

Metal-Acceptor / 

MOL012225 
3-[(2S,3R)-2-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-ph
enyl)-3-(hydroxymethyl)-7-methoxy-2,3
-dihydrobenzofuran-5-yl]propyl acetate 

−7.7 HIS47 
PHE5 
GLY29 

Pi-Anion 
VDW: TRP30 

Pi-Cation: ASP48 

MOL004350 Ruvoside-qt −6.9 ASP48 

TRP30 
HIS47 
TYR51 
LYS60 

/ / 

MOL008203 14-deoxy-11-oxo-andrographolide −6.8 
GLY29 
ASP48 
LYS60 

LEU2 
TRP30 
TYR51 
LYS60 

Unfavorable 
Bump 

/ 

MOL005622 tomentogenin −6.7 ASP48 

LEU2 
TRP30 
TYR51 
LYS60 

/ / 

MOL008213 14-deoxy-12-methoxyandrographolide −5.8 
GLY31 
ASP48 

TRP30 
TYR51 

Metal-Acceptor / 

MOL008290 1,2-diacyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine −5.7 

TRP30 
GLY31 
HIS47 
LYS60 

CYS44 
HIS47 

PRO120 
/ 

Pi-Anion: TRP30 
Attractive charge: 

LYS60 
C-H: GLY32 

MOL000513 Gallic acid −6.3 
TYR21 
GLY29 
HIS47 

PHE5 
HIS47 

Metal-Acceptor / 

MOL000106 pyrogallol −5.7 
TYR27 
GLY29 
HIS47 

PHE5 
TRP20 

/ / 

Note: Table 2 shows the docking results of the seven small molecules with dPLA 2 molecules (top 7), and the docking results of 
dPLA 2 with phosphatidylcholine, gallic acid and catechol (last 3). In Table, MOL006957 to MOL008213 are the potential active 
components obtained in virtual screening according to the size of docking binding energy; MOL008290 to MOL000106 are the 
small molecules that inhibit PLA2 and used as a positive control. The abbreviated VDW applied in the table represents the van der 
Waals. 
 

combine well with the protein in the position of TRP30, GLY31, HIS47 and 
LYS60 through hydrogen bonds as shown in Figure 2(b), hydrophobic interac-
tions with CYS44, HIS47 and PRO120, anion interactions with TRP30, charge 
attraction interactions with LYS60, and C-H bonds with GLY32. These binding  
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Figure 2. The molecular docking results in Fig. On the left is the molecular binding site and hydrogen bond interaction, where 
green indicates the ligand small molecule, blue indicates the receptor amino acid, and gray indicates the receptor surface structure 
diagram, showing the situation around the ligand binding site. The 2D structure diagram of the molecules interacting with the 
surrounding amino acids is shown on the right. (a) shows the interaction between Gallic acid and dPLA2, (b) shows the interac-
tion between 1,2-diacyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine and dPLA2, (c) shows the interaction between tomentogenin and dPLA2, 
and (d) represents the interaction between (3S, 6S)-3-(benzyl)-6-(4-hydroxybenzyl) piperazine-2,5-quinone and dPLA2. 
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sites are similar to the dPLA2 active site. Meanwhile comparing with phosphati-
dylcholine, gallic acid and pyrogallol have similar dPLA2 binding sites, both gal-
lic acid and pyrogallol form hydrogen bonds with GLY29 and HIS47 as shown in 
Figure 2(a). Besides, all three form hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interac-
tions with HIS47. It then suggested that HIS47 may perform an important part 
in the catalytic activity of dPLA2. 

In terms of binding energy, pyrogallol and phosphatidylcholine have the same 
binding energy of −5.7 kJ/mol, gallic acid −6.3 kJ/mol and combine with Ca2+ by 
metallic bond. Thus, according to the interaction of three controls with dPLA2, 
the catalytic active center of the receptor is a calcium-ion binding ring composed 
of TYR27, GLY29, GLY31, HIS47 and ASP48. Moreover HIS47 and GLY29 may 
be key targets in the catalytic activity. 

After docking, 7 molecules are able to combine with the target protein of 
dPLA2. The binding energies are all less than −5.7 kJ/mol. The lowest binding 
energy is MOL006957 (−9.0 kJ/mol). The second least binding energy for Isora-
manone being −8.1 kJ/mol. As it is known that the lower the energy, the stronger 
the bond, they were the ligands with the most binding affinity to the receptor. In 
terms of interaction, MOL006957 forms hydrogen bonds with GLY29 and GLY31 
as shown in Figure 2(d), hydrophobic bonds with TRP30, metallic bonds with 
Ca2+, cations interaction with LYS60, and CYS 44 forms the Pi-sulfur bond and 
the C-H bond with HIS47, which is most similar to phosphatidylcholine in gen-
eral. Isoramanone forms hydrogen bond interaction with HIS47 and ASP48 as 
shown in Figure 2(c), hydrophobic interaction with LEU2, TRP30 and TYR51, 
and metallic bond with Ca2+. Consequently, MOL006957 is most likely to be 
the ligand of dPLA2, which was further verified by molecular dynamics simula-
tions. 

3.3. Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations 
3.3.1. RMSD and RMSF Analysis 
Figure 3(a) shows RMSD of the backbone of the seven protein-ligand complexes 
which changed with the time over 100 ns. A conclusion can be drawn from the 
picture that after simulation, the conformations of these seven complexes tended 
to converge. Comparing with the initial conformation, the deviation of all the 
complexes were less than 0.4 nm. In particular, the RMSD of MOL005622-dPLA2 
and MOL006957-dPLA2 complexes were lower than other compounds. The result 
indicated that the two compounds were relatively stable over 100 ns. Then, in 
comparison to dPLA2, RMSD of MOL005622-dPLA2 and MOL006957-dPLA2 
complexes was lower overall and it suggested that the structural flexibility of 
dPLA2 were reduced after binding ligands, as shown in Figure 3(b). 

RMSF reflected the vibration of each complex compared with the initial con-
formation, as shown in Figure 3(c). In comparison to other compounds, there 
was the smallest molecular vibration in MOL006957-dPLA2 complex, which re-
flects that it is more stable than other compounds at the molecular level. Simul-
taneously comparing with dPLA2, MOL006957-dPLA2 molecular vibration was  
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Figure 3. Represents the results of RMSD analysis and RMSF analysis after molecular dynamics simulation. (a) indicates the seven 
complexes curve of RMSD value as a function of simulation time. (b) represents the comparative plots of the RMSD fluctuations 
between MOL006957-dPLA 2 and dPLA2. (c) represents the RMSF values of each atom of the seven complexes. (d) represents the 
comparative plots of the RMSF values between MOL006957-dPLA 2 and dPLA2. 
 

significantly weakened, as shown in Figure 3(d). 

3.3.2. Free Energy Topography (FEL) Analysis and Hydrogen Bond Analysis 
FEL is able to evaluate comprehensively the free energy of different conforma-
tions in simulation process through the following two parameters: root mean 
square error (RMSD) and gyrate. As shown in Figure 4(a), the lower the energy 
(the darker the blue), the more stable the conformation. Through the parameter 
files, it was found that the lowest energy conformation was frame 3670 and 
frame 3680, and compared the lowest energy conformation with the initial con-
formation, as shown in the Figure 4(b). Furthermore, hydrogen bonds play an 
important role in ligand-receptor interactions, and the number of hydrogen 
bonds is also an important index to judge the binding stability of protein-ligand 
complexes. As shown in the Figure 4(c), the overall number of hydrogen bonds 
increased with the extension of simulation time, and finally remained at 3 to 4. 
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Figure 4. Free energy topography analysis and hydrogen bond analysis results of MOL006957-dPLA 2. 
(a) shows the free energy morphology diagram, the other left side is the 2D diagram, the right side is 
the 3D structure diagram, the deeper the blue indicates that the smaller the free energy of the structure 
conformation and the more stable the conformation is. (b) shows the comparison of the initial confor-
mation of the complex and frame 424, with the initial conformation in green and the other 424 frames, 
in which frame 424 is the lowest conformation obtained by the analysis of the free energy topography. 
(c) shows the results of the hydrogen bond analysis showing the number of hydrogen bonds during si-
mulation with the simulation time. 

3.4. Binding Free Energy Calculation 

The Poisson-Boltzmann superficial area approach from molecular mechanics 
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(MM/PBSA) was used to determine the binding free energy of protein-ligand 
complexes. In actual fact, the amount of spuriously positive outcomes in mole-
cular docking study is decreased owing to this accurate quantum mechanical 
computation. 

The binding free energy reflects the stability of the ligand-protein complexes 
in the solvent, and the influence of the solvent on the process of ligand combin-
ing with protein. The trajectory of two complexes (MOL006957-dPLA2 and 
MOL005622-dPLA2) with the best molecular dynamics simulation results, were 
performed to compute the binding free energy. Then the stability of the com-
plexes in the solvent was checked. The results are shown in Table 3. The average 
binding energy of MOL006957-dPLA2 and MOL005622-dPLA2 in solvent re-
spectively are −99.334 kJ/mol and −73.242 kJ/mol, which expresses that the sol-
vent has little effect on the stability of the complex, and the ligand binding is 
quite stable. However, the average binding energy of others are relatively low, 
revealed that the solvent has a great influence on the stability of the complex, 
and the ligand binding is unstable. Thus, we provide stronger evidence for the 
potential inhibitory effect of MOL006957 on the dPLA2 venom of Agkistrodon 
acutus. 

4. Conclusions 

Pinellia ternata is one of the most commonly used traditional Chinese medicinal 
plants. It has been demonstrated to be highly effective for treating cough, vo-
miting, infection, and inflammatory diseases. Modern pharmacological investi-
gations have demonstrated its multiple activities, such as antitussive, expecto-
rant, antiemetic, antitumor, antibacterial, and sedative-hypnotic activities [39] 
[40]. 

The compound MOL006957 screened in this study is one of the active poten-
tial drug like molecule of Pinellia [41]. It has been reported that the active  

 
Table 3. Comparison of the binding free-energy results of compounds. 

compound dH MM PB SA COU VDW dG Affinity 

Mol003851-dPLA2 −98.005 −98.005 0.000 0.000 −18.345 −79.660 −53.978 Strong 

NOL004350-dPLA2 −40.840 −40.840 0.000 0.000 6.501 −47.342 −4.305 Weak 

MOL005622-dPLA2 −103.381 −103.381 0.000 0.000 −17.283 −86.098 −73.242 Very strong 

MOL006957-dPLA2 −113.726 −113.726 0.000 0.000 21.997 −135.724 −99.334 Very strong 

MOL008203-dPLA2 −127.503 −127.503 0.000 0.000 −31.177 −96.325 −2.960 Weak 

MOL008213-dPLA2 −122.776 −122.776 0.000 0.000 13.856 −136.632 −11.879 Weak 

MOL01225-dPLA2 −182.294 −182.294 0.000 0.000 −48.616 −133.678 −13.198 Weak 

Note: dH indicates the enthalpy difference, to present the enthalpy difference in the presence of the protein-ligand complex and 
the protein and ligand alone; MM: van der Waals and electrostatic energy (COU + VDW); PB: polar solvation; SA: nonpolar sol-
vation; COU: electrostatic energy; VDW: van der Waals; the dG indicates the free energy difference, to assess the binding forces 
between the ligand receptors, the more negative the dG, Me means stronger binding. 
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ingredient (MOL006957) of Pinellia in Chinese prescription [42] has potential 
medicinal value. In the course of this experiment, it was found that MOL006957 
showed outstanding advantages compared with other compounds in the screen-
ing. The pharmacokinetic analysis, molecular docking or molecular dynamics 
simulation, indicated that the ligand binding is quite stable, and can play an im-
portant role in the treatment of snake venom and neutralization of dPLA2. 
However, whether this molecule can be used to inhibit snake venom inside the 
human body remains unclear, further in vivo experiments are needed to validate 
the potential clinical utility of the molecules identified. 
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